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The offshore industry is moving to depths >1000 m, along or in the proximity of the continental slopes. The geohazard assessment for offshore
installations is an increasingly important engineering activity for a number of current and near-to-come projects. In these circumstances a sequence
of dedicated engineering tasks are requested from the early stage of the project, including:
- identification of the potential failure modes of the seabed soils and relevant triggering mechanisms;
- definition of the probability of occurrence for each failure mode that might interfere with seafloor infrastructures;
- analysis of the structural response to loads or imposed displacements, and relevant integrity check.
In general, infrastructures dedicated to offshore exploration, production and transportation of hydrocarbons, are designed to meet very stringent safety
targets. International consensus was reached in the early 1990 on these targets, after analytical code-based performance analyses, reviews of field experience and comparisons with other disciplines. Indeed, deep and ultra-deep waters where geohazards might be relevant, would mean difficult remedial
intervention works in case of incidents, so that the envisaged design criteria are definitely safe for life and often quite demanding at the design stage.
In this paper reference is made to offshore pipelines transporting hydrocarbons over long distances, crossing seabeds affected by geohazards, in particular to projects recently completed as Blue Stream and near-to-come as Medgaz and Iran to India. For these strategic infrastructures, reliabilitybased limit state design guidelines currently in force, require that both geohazard specific load effects and pipeline strength capacity are well described in terms of relevant parameters and modelling. Particularly uncertainty measures influencing load occurrence and relevant effects must be
known with a suitable degree of confidence to allow rationally based decision on pipeline routing and protection measures, if any and where.
Working with theoretical superposition of tails of probabilistic distributions of load and capacity, as required in the probabilistic design or in the
calibration of partial safety Factors for Loads and Resistance in the relevant Design formats (LRFD), requires care and a good reference basis for
comparison. Structural reliability based design, targeting a failure probability of 10-4 or 10-6 per year, can hardly be based on load occurrence and
relevant effects characterized by a large (greater than 0.3) coefficient of variation (load roughness).
Unfortunately this is the case for infrastructures along the continental slopes affected by geohazards. Evidence of uncertainty is given by the engineering models dealing with the load transfer capacity from a typical plastic mass (soil and water) flow, running downhill, e.g. triggered by an earthquake, and impacting on a pipeline resting on the seabed, whether free spanning or partially embedded.
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Introduction
Pipeline design across continental slopes has become a
major area of interest in ocean engineering, as a consequence of the rapid development of the Oil & Gas
Industry in deep and ultra-deep environments. Offshore installations on the continental slopes of the Gulf
of Mexico, West Africa, the Philippines, the northern
margin of the North Sea, but also in enclosed basins
like the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea, have focused the
effort of engineers to study geologically hazardous
environments (Niedoroda et al. 2000a, 2000b; Reed et
al. 2000). Their efforts are justified by the difficulty of
deep sea intervention for remedial works in case of
damaging geohazard events. This calls for a comprehensive design basis from early stage to meet the
restrictive design requirements to ensure reliability and
cost effectiveness of the infrastructure over the operating life-span.

The continental slopes are geologically complex areas
characterised by steeply sloping seabed, irregular bathymetry and locally abundant sediments. Figs. 1 and 2
show how continental slopes may look, with deeply
incised branched canyon systems in late development
patterns and shallow canyon systems in early development ones, respectively.
Unstable sediments, generally overlying the continental
slopes, are subject to movements due to creep, transport, deposition erosion, overpressure of internal fluid,
and any other local mechanism able to cause shear
stress increase or strength decrease of involved soils. In
particular, referring to seismic events, earthquake loading applied to potentially unstable slopes may not
develop into a complete failure and in a flow, but it can
induce significant permanent displacements. Downslope soil deformation can exert loads on the pipeline
laid on or embedded in the seabed particularly where
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Fig 1: Continental slope with deeply incised branched canyon system (100 meters depth contour interval).

the pipeline has some constraint to cope with soil
movements (Bruschi et al. 1995).

ding different disciplines, is needed to rationally assess
geohazards across the continental slopes.

The major geohazard for pipelines laid across the continental slope is the sudden and mostly unpredictable
downslope soil movement generally called Mass Gravity
Flows (MGF). Slope failures developing into mass gravity
flows that might damage a pipeline is a key issue for pipeline design. MGFs are frequent events that fortunately
have no direct observation in the marine environment in
the proximity of subsea infrastructures. In some circumstances geohazards cannot be completely avoided, therefore they should be suitably described and quantified. The
assessment of their quantitative effects on a pipeline project has to be approached with probabilistic methods.
Each aspect of the engineering flow described in Fig. 3 has
uncertainties that can be estimated by calculation of
expected values and standard deviations. A correct problem setting and a sound interpretation of the results can
give the engineer valid indications for designing a pipeline
in a geo-hazardous area (Venturi & Bughi 2001).

In addition to the individual aspects (potential flow
pattern recognition, soil mapping, slope stability and
mass flow modelling) project experience shows the
importance of adequate activities planning. Starting at
a very early stage, it is important to optimise the collection of survey data, as well as the interaction among the
different disciplines which are not sequentially linked,
but highly integrated (Snamprogetti 2002).

Geohazard assessment is a multi-disciplinary effort
which involves expertise in geology, geophysics, sedimentology, geotechnics, fluid dynamics and structural
mechanics modelling. An integrated approach, inclu-

High quality survey data are required to reduce the
uncertainties to a suitable level to allow for decisions
involving considerable investment costs. The survey
activity should be flexible to adjust to specific requirements. The final results must be checked for consistency with the available data and with the overall sedimentary environment. The predicted mass gravity flow
activity must be consistent with the evidence in the
geophysical records in terms of location, recurrence
time (age dating of the sediment cores can be used for
this purpose) and intensity. A multi-disciplinary research effort is still needed, to provide equipment and
engineering tools to suitably tackle deep water geohazards (Norwegian Geotechnical Institute 2002-2004).
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Fig 2: Continental slope with shallow canyons system (100 meters depth contour interval).

Forces on the pipelines
Forces induced on the pipeline by soil movements activated by typical geohazard events are based on geohazard
scenarios and actual pipeline as-laid condition. When the
pipeline is resting on the seabed, buried or partially
embedded, the foundation soil in contact with the pipeline reacts to movements imposed by external actions,
such as down-slope movement as a consequence of slow
static displacements (creep) and/or seismic action.
Axial and lateral resistant forces due to the reaction of
the surrounding soil to pipe motion are calculated by
classic methods of soil-pipe interaction (e.g. ASCE
1984). In the case of load transferred to the pipeline
from soil movement (soil settlement), the formula used
for the calculation of soil resistance is applied.
The interaction of a flowing mass, sliding or hydroplanning on the seabed surface, against a pipeline
resting on the seabed, is difficult to describe and model.
The transverse impact of a mass flow on the pipeline is

the most critical one. Actually, route alignment and
pipe strength capacity are the main factors that allow
the pipeline to survive severe interference events. Routing shall be chosen to minimize lateral impact (the
optimum route alignment is according to the local/global steepest descent), allowing only for longitudinal
interaction (minor lateral components) that give rise to
sustainable load effects.

The impacting flow
The flowing mass is a general term for a downslope
movement of sediment. It is classified according to the
soil/water ratio, which also determines the physical
behaviour. A Debris Flow (DF) can be described as a
Bingham flow composed of an upper visco-plastic body
and a lower laminar shear layer in contact with the sea
bed (Johnson 1984).
A DF is composed of clasts and sediments with a shear
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Fig 3: Geohazard Assessment: interactive and multidisciplinary activity.

strength of the remoulded soil put into movement
(residual shear strength after remoulding, further reduced as a consequence of initial turbulent mixing to
water-rich sediments). It has a typical density of 16001800 kg/m3, can reach very high velocities (Norem et al.
1990) on steep slopes (typically 20 m/s), and may have
a run-out distance of tens of kilometres.
The velocity is approximately constant across its height,
called plug. The plug slides on a shear layer of sediment
with high water content and lower shear strength/viscosity, the thickness of which is in the order of 1 m as a
function of the velocity (the higher the velocity the
thicker the shear layer). The distribution of velocity
within the shear layer is parabolic and tends to be zero
at the contact with the seabed. DF’s recognition is easy
from geophysical and morphological records, but there
is no in situ measurement collected during their
motion. The activation of a DF can be of seismic origin
(Mulder & Cochonat 1996, Hampton et al. 1996).
Therefore, in the case of a pipeline resting on the seabed, there is a high probability that it will be invested
by a flow of material with lower density (water) and
velocity (shear layer) than that calculated at 1 m above
seabed. Due to their inferred velocity and density, a DF
lateral impact can break an exposed pipeline by tearing.
On the contrary, a longitudinal impact can be sustained

with minor damage by a pipeline embedded in the soft
superficial sediments.
A debris flow implies a failure of the consolidated seabed soil, which gives rise to clay clasts immersed into a
plastic flow to form the soil plug. The nature of the soil
plug depends on soil layers that are put into movement.
Differently, the mechanism of Mud Flow (MF) movements is characterised by a flowing mass with high density (up to 1300 kg/m3), a shear strength/viscosity of a
flowing mud (undrained shear strength of 0.5÷1 kPa),
and varying velocity across its height (shear profile).
A MF is definitely laminar on the shearing surface. The
evidence of MF is seen mainly in sediment cores by the
presence of distinct layers of sediments of local origin,
i.e. pelagic material. MF’s occur when very soft sediments become unstable and move downslope. The typical parameters of an MF are believed to be: 1200 kg/m3
density, 10 m/s maximum speed, and run-out distance
of a few kilometres (Mei & Liu 1987).
Their impact on a pipeline has effects similar to those
of DF. A difference might be the ability, significant in
the case of MF, of the flowing mass to scour the soft
sediments and potentially exposing a pipeline in case of
shallow burial depth.
The implications of the differences between debris vs.
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mud flows are related to the objective of modelling,
whether the prediction of the run-out distance (calibrated to the run-out of past flows evidenced by the
soil borings at the end of the toe of the slope), or the
analysis of the pipeline response under the impact of
the flowing mass.

The coefficient k has been determined experimentally
by several authors for the subject load case:

A Turbidity Current (TC) is a turbulent flow in which
sediment particles are maintained in suspension. It can
reach densities of about 1100 kg/m3, velocities over 10 m/s
and has very long run-out distance, more than 1000 km
even on nearly flat seabed. TC are documented as distinct layers in sediment cores, often with the presence
of terrigenous material. Few direct measurements are
available, either current measurements or the breakage
sequence of communication cables laid at different
depths across continental slopes (Krause et al. 1970).
Many TCs result from the transformation of a DF, or
can be the consequence of small soil instabilities initiating a downslope movement of sediment-rich water.
The occurrence of a TC can affect the in-place stability
of a pipeline exposed to a transversal current. A tearing
failure may occurs, as documented in stretches of submarine power and communication cables running
parallel to the edge of the Continental shelf, across slopes affected by turbidity currents.

k = 10
k = Nc
k = 10 ÷ 20
k = 12 ÷ 20
k = Nch
Nc, Nch =

(Swanson & Jones 1982);
(Demars 1978);
(Shapery & Dunlap 1978);
(Towhata & Al-Hussaini 1988);
(Summers & Nyman 1985);
bearing capacity factors

In the case of generic impact angle, β, the two maximum forces can be combined e.g. by using an elliptical
yield surface (actually adopted in foundation analysis
for small deformations, Brandsby & Randolph 1998,
and to be verified in the subject case) in the F0, F90 force
space.
SDM (Shapery & Dunlap 1978) refers to mud flow
impacting on a pipeline. Impacting mud forces calculated according to the SDM account for an experimental
validation, and have been applied in the Gulf of Mexico
to analyse effects of mud flow against pipelines on the
slopes facing the Mississippi Delta. A mud flow presents visco-plastic flow properties due to its relatively
dense concentration and to its velocity. The load induced by a mud flow on a pipe takes into account both
yield and velocity effects. SDM reads:

Pipe-mass flow interaction
The most advanced approaches for the calculation of
loads induced on the pipeline by a mass/debris flow are
two and from different disciplines:
• geotechnics, which looks into the increase of the
undrained shear strength of the flowing mass caused
by the high deformation rate;
• fluid dynamics, which looks into the additional effect
of flow plasticity on the drag force related to the
dynamic pressure (proportional to the velocity
squared).
Two different formulations may be used as a reference: the
General Geotechnical Method (GGM) and the Shapery
and Dunlap Method (SDM). Referring to the pipeline
completely invested by the flowing mass, the GGM reads:

where:
F90 , F0 = force components perpendicular (β = 90˚)
and parallel (b = 0˚) to pipe axis
= undrained shear strength of remoulded/
Su
fluidized material
D
= external pipe diameter
k
= force coefficient related to plastic flow
around the pipe
α
= adhesion to pipe of a longitudinal flow

where V is the flow velocity, the coefficients gi are functions of the embedment ratio, h/D, and flow angle of
incidence, respectively. The parameter n represents the
degree of non-linearity of the sediment behaviour and
ranges between 0.09 and 0.12.
Loads due to a mass/debris flow according to SDM can
be used in two different ways: maximum transversal
and longitudinal forces referring to g1 and g3 at a flow
angle of 90˚ and 0˚, respectively, and then composed
according to the elliptical yield law. Transversal and
longitudinal forces are directly calculated according to
SDM referring to g1 and g3 at the considered flow angle,
as recommended by Shapery & Dunlap (1978).
SDM requires as input a flow height (h) related the
pipeline diameter (D), whether the pipeline is completely immersed in the flowing material or partially exposed. Where the section is partially exposed to the action
of the flowing mass, the condition of full immersion in
the mass flow would be possible only if seabed erosion
is relevant.
Any concern about the force model being applicable to
turbidity currents impacting on the pipeline might
only be related to the range of velocities involved. The
turbidity current considered in the analyses is either
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triggered by a mass flow which leaves the dense mass at
high velocities when it has stopped due to the activation mechanism/shear from the mass flow (Drago
2002), or triggered at the upper edge of the slope by
other events (currents, sea states, etc.). The latter never
reach velocities comparable with the former. In both
cases the turbidity currents mainly flow along the steepest descent direction (with some tunnelling of the
deepest canyons), and therefore almost parallel to the
recommended alignment of the pipelines. Transversal
impact components are minor. Load induced by the
impact of a turbidity current on the pipeline can be treated with traditional fluid-dynamic force models
(Wilkinson 1960):

where: Cd is the drag coefficient; V is the flow velocity; r
is the flow density.
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field. This effect is, for low velocities, properly accounted for when the SDM is adopted. For greater velocities,
little experimental data or field evidence are available.

Newtonian fluids
When the impacting flow is Newtonian, the shear stress
at the pipe wall is proportional to the velocity gradient,
and interference flow regimes depend on the Reynolds
number. Forces on tubulars are mainly due to the effect
of dynamic pressure on the pipe wall (normal to): in
practice they are due to the difference between
upstream and downstream pressure, caused by flow
separation (traditional fluid dynamics).

Binghamian fluids

The drag coefficient for impacting flow parallel to the
pipeline can be assumed to be equal to 0.02 for smooth
surface conditions. The drag coefficient for impacting
flow perpendicular to the pipeline can be assumed as:
Cd = 1.25 for pipe laying on the seabed, Cd = 0.8 for
pipe in free flow (the provided figures are only for preliminary calculations).

When the impacting flow is Binghamian (Wilkinson
1960), the shear stress, τ, at the pipe wall is equal to a
constant, τy, plus a linearly increasing component proportional to a power (here assumed as 1) of the velocity
gradient:

The drag coefficient related to the pipeline resting on
the seabed is used for partially buried pipeline conditions; the drag coefficient related to free flow is applied
when referring to free spanning pipeline.

where: µp = plastic viscosity; dv/dy, v = velocity gradient perpendicular to the wall (y).

Force modelling uncertainties
Modelling of resistance forces from the soil and of
active forces from static soil downslope slips, is of
minor concern. The same applies for modelling the
active loads from turbidity currents. The literature provides theoretical formulations and experimental validation of the proposed models. The functional relationship that put together the relevant parameters are documented, albeit uncertainties affecting some of these
induce a call for load assessments.

In this case the flow and interaction regimes vary as a
function of the Hedstrom number (Georgiadis 1991)
H, which is the product of a dimensionless shear stress
or plastic number, τy/ρv2 and by the square of the
Reynolds number, R:

The high viscosity maintains the flow impinging both
the upstream and downstream sectors of circular sections so minimising the dynamic pressure recovery
effects (similar to plastic flows of metals at high temperatures in extrusion processes).
In such conditions the body drag force reads:

A major concern is the modelling of active loads from
impacting mass flows. Studies by companies and research institutes operating in the Gulf of Mexico in relation to pipelines impacted by mud flows on the slope
facing the Mississippi Delta, in addition to calibrations
by means of experimental investigations, gave rise to
models that are not yet well established. Open questions are of a basic nature, particularly in relation to the
effect of the velocity range on the force. In many circumstances researchers from traditional geotechnics do
not properly account for the influence of the velocity

Not much can be said about the theoretical prediction
of drag, but a few experimental surveys (Wilkinson
1960) indicate:
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Mode of interference

ding. Under this assumption, the load exerted on the
pipeline by the flowing mass is partly due to the plastic
nature of the flowing mass and partly due to the impact
energy-velocity.

Further uncertainty on force modelling regards the
mode of interference. A mass gravity flow interferes
with the pipeline in a very complex way:
• the pipeline configuration influences the loading
process according to its flexibility in the direction of
loading;
• the load depends on what part of the flowing mass
interferes with the pipeline, notably:
- the encountered seabed profile;
- the main body of the sliding mass layer;
- the shear layer under the sliding mass;
- the dragged water above the sliding mass.
• the load depends on the time sequence of the
interference, notably:
- the pressure wave in front of the sliding mass
and the flow of displaced water;
- the nose, the central and the end section of the
sliding mass;
- the dragged water in the wake.
Due to the "follower" nature of the loading process caused by the consequent large pipeline displacements, the
pipeline response in turn influences the loading process. Due to such a complex nature of interference, it
can be assumed that the interfering flow is a fluidised
soil under which the pipeline deflects. Considering the
time duration of the interaction, static calculations are
able to provide lateral deflection and achievable ben-

Engineering calculations use impacting flows characterised by a mass density ranging between 1200 and
1600 kg/m3, a yield stress ranging between 300 and 600
Pa, a plastic viscosity ranging between 20 and 40 Pa/s
and an impact velocity ranging between 1 and 10 m/s.
The yield stress and plastic viscosity are assumed equal
to the undrained shear strength of the static mass (the
plastic side of the flow) plus the plastic viscosity multiplied by a velocity gradient (visco-dynamic side of the
flow). Figs. 4 and 5 show the relevant non-dimensional
numbers describing plastic flows and traversal forces
developed on an exposed pipeline, as a function of the
velocity at first impact.
For low flow velocities, less than 5 m/sec, likely the
most realistic for most project conditions, the SDM
appears to be the most suitable (Georgiadis 1991).
For flow velocities larger than 10 m/sec, the available
kinetic energy at impact makes the proposed model by
Pazwash-Robertson (Pazwash & Robertson 1975) the
most suitable one. However, the interference coefficient
in fluid-dynamics accounts for flow separation, quite
different from the one activated by such a plastic flow.
The longitudinal interaction appears, for both ranges of

Fig 4: Bingham versus Newtonian fluids: variation of the main non-dimensional parameters as a function of the interference velocity.
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Fig 5: Bingham versus Newtonian fluids: variation of the transversal forces from both models.

velocities, to be suitably described by the SDM model,
which better accounts for the shear at the pipeline wall (or
the Bingham model should adopt a realistic friction different from that provided by traditional fluid-dynamics).

- downslope slips of the upper layers of soil on which
the pipeline is resting or embedded/buried in, impacting on the pipeline mainly longitudinally;
- turbidity currents activated as a consequence of mass
flow or by instability of sediment recently deposited
at the shelf break (activated with annual frequency).

Response of pipelines under mass flow
impact

It is quite difficult to determine the forces of interaction between the active front of a mass flow and the
pipeline. This is a consequence of uncertainties in
modelling and relevant parameters, even when documented in real life.

The final objective of pipeline response analyses is to
provide output parameters to be compared to allowance criteria and to furnish an overview about pipeline ability to resist geohazard events.
It is very difficult to establish an interference scenario
for design purposes with the aim:
• to verify the ability of the pipeline to withstand severe
interference events;
• to identify any criticality that may be present on the
route or eventually created by intervention works.
Pipe response analysis includes the interference between the pipeline in different ways:
- mass flow perpendicular to the pipeline axis;
- mass flow running downslope parallel to the pipeline
axis;
- steep differential movements at a discontinuity such
as a fault or soil fracture;

On the contrary, the resisting side of the interaction,
i.e. the upper and lower bound resistance offered by the
adjacent sections of soil, is generally characterised by
typical uncertainties of geotechnics. Generally, it can be
backed by both laboratory and field measurements and
supported by theoretical modelling.
The effect of the geohazard loads on the pipeline structural
integrity must consider events as on/off, e.g. it is not a continuous phenomenon. For this reason any kind of analytical
description for engineering purposes is very difficult.
Rare (non-frequent) events can be considered the ones
characterized by an annual frequency lower than 10-4.
Relatively frequent events are the ones characterized by
an annual frequency higher than 10-4.
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Events may give rise to forces on the pipeline that may
have both axial and lateral components. The effect of
the lateral forces applied on the pipeline are reduced in
case the pipe is free to move laterally, thus distributing
bending loads on a longer pipe stretch and reducing it
by developing high tensions (like a cable).

Response under axial mass flows

Pipeline configuration
scenario

and

loading

The interaction forces between a pipeline and flowing
soil are function of its configuration. In particular,
boundary conditions/constraints that could potentially
interfere with pipeline response are relevant.
The pipeline configuration along the route is in general
a combination of three fundamental pipeline layout:
free-spanning, resting on seabed and embedded. Relevant loading conditions are:
• for spanning pipelines: turbidity current, mass flow
(if span clearance is low);
• for pipeline resting in the seabed: turbidity current,
mass flow, soil slides;
• for partially or totally embedded pipelines: fault
displacement, soil slides, slumps, slope failure.
In general, pipelines are preferably aligned along the
steepest angle of the slope. Consequently, the transversal impact of a mass flow on the pipeline is normally
the most critical one as well as being a remote event.
This is also the case for a suspended pipe section initially moving with the impacting mass and then, possibly
following other trajectories. Similar considerations
apply to transversal impact from the strong turbidity
currents activated by mass flows.
The pipe model can be simply assumed to be a pipe section (straight or on the vertical undulation of the sea bottom profile) loaded by a uniformly distributed load for a
length Ld, and constrained at boundaries by soil reaction;
for normal/inclined loading cases, such a model can be
represented as in Fig. 6. Once scenarios have been defined,
pipeline response should be analysed for different sets of
geohazard and configuration parameters:
V, α Ls, Ld;
•

V, α, Lconstr, Rconstr;

S, Rsoil;

The action of a geohazard event acting longitudinally
on the pipe, can be schematised as in Fig. 7 where:
Ld
Ls
fax
qax

= flow/slide length
= length of mobilised pipeline section;
= axial force resistance;
= axial active force.

An axially distributed load acts on the pipe for a length
Ld; this force is balanced at boundaries by the soil constraints (fax). If we assume a symmetric reaction provided by soil, the axial force along the pipe presents the
shape depicted in the figure.
As a consequence of the longitudinal event, high tensile
axial force can be reached threatening the stability of
the route curves, or Eulerian bar buckling events could
be triggered by axial compressive action. The objective
of the analysis is to assess the effect of axial mass flows
on pipeline structural integrity.

Example case
To model the effect of a mass flow running down-slope,
a distributed axial load, equal to 5.0 kN/m applied on a
24" OD pipeline section 400 m long, has been moved
down slope for a total running length of 8000 m. Forces
in the range of 1.0 kN/m constant on the 400 m long
pipe section represents the expected (and conservative)
interaction scenarios.
In order to assess potential accumulation of axial force
over time, the load history has been applied three times
to the model (three loading sequences).
The model assumes that:
• the axially distributed load (qax) acting on the pipe for
a length Ld is balanced at boundaries by the soil reaction (fax);
• A symmetric reaction provided by soil, resulting in
an axial force along the pipe as shown in Fig. 7.
Under this assumption, the maximum axial
tension/compression induced by axial mass flow on the
pipeline can be approximated as:

where:
V = velocity of mass/current impacting the pipe;
Ls = length of pipe free span; Ld = width of impacting
flow; α= angle of incidence of flow with respect to pipe;
Lconstr = distance between elements constraining pipe displacement (also indicated as LP); Rconstr = resistance of
constraints; S = soil displacement; Rsoil = soil resistance.

Figs. 8 to 13 show the results of the analyses carried out
to assess pipe response under the effect of axial mass
flows. The profiles (for each step of the analysis) of the
total and the variation (with reference to normal operating condition) of axial load induced by axial mass flow
as predicted by the FEM analysis, are shown. The value
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Fig 6: Loading schemes for
pipe spanning or on seabed/embedded.

Fig 7: Model for evaluation of maximum axial
load induced by longitudinal events and consequent axial load distribution.

of the maximum axial force calculated with the approximate analytical model is also reported.
At the beginning (initial steps) of the analysis, the pro-

file of the additional axial load induced by axial mass
flow on the pipeline is quite similar to the one predicted from the analytical model. The profile is symmetric
with respect to the initial axial force and the peak
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Fig 8: FEM analysis for mass flow axial interaction – First loading sequence. Mass flow length 400 m, axial load 5.0 kN/m. Comparison between initial axial load profile from operating, during mass flow interaction and residual axial load after mass flow interaction.

Fig 9: FEM analysis for mass flow axial interaction – First loading sequence. Mass flow length 400 m, axial load 5.0 kN/m. Delta axial due to
mass flow interaction and residual delta axial load after mass flow interaction.

values are quite close (the analytical model overestimates the delta axial force by about 15%).
Due to the non-conservative behaviour (i.e. dissipates
energy) of soil reactions, the loading-unloading process
experienced by the pipeline gives rise to a non-symmetric distribution of delta axial force. This phenomenon is

characterised by a certain accumulation of tension and
compression in the up-stream and down-stream pipeline sections, respectively. As a consequence, the peak
axial tension/compression predicted by the FEM analysis
is about 30% larger than the one predicted. At the end of
the first loading cycle, the pipeline experiences a residual
delta axial force of about 1000 kN (see Fig. 9).
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Fig 10: FEM analysis for mass flow axial interaction – Second loading sequence. Mass flow length 400 m, axial load 5.0 kN/m. Comparison between initial axial load profile from operating, during mass flow interaction and residual axial load after mass flow interaction.

Fig 11: FEM analysis for mass flow axial interaction – Second loading sequence. Mass flow length 400 m, axial load 5.0 kN/m. Delta axial due
to mass flow interaction and residual delta axial load after mass flow interaction.

This effect of accumulation of axial tension/compression is evident also in the restart analysis performed
after the first loading cycle (see Figs. 10 and 12 for the
second and for the third cycles, respectively).

During the second loading cycle, the pipeline experiences a maximum additional tension of about 1800 kN
and an additional compression of 1600 kN (Fig. 11),
while the residual additional tension/compression is
about 1400 kN (Fig. 11).
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Fig 12: FEM analysis for mass flow axial interaction – Third loading sequence.

Fig 13: FEM analysis for mass flow axial interaction – Third loading sequence. Mass flow length 400 m, axial load 5.0 kN/m. Delta axial due to
mass flow interaction and residual delta axial load after mass flow interaction.

During the third loading cycle, the pipeline experiences
a maximum additional tension of about 2100 kN (Fig.
13) and an additional compression of 1800 kN, while
the residual additional tension/compression is about
1600 kN (Fig. 13).

On this basis, it seems more appropriate to conservatively calculate the delta axial tension/compression given
by axial mass flow assuming that the total axial load
transferred by the axial mass flow to the pipe gives rise
to a tension (in the up-stream section) and a compres-
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sion (in the down stream section) on the pipeline, and
the following equation applies:

Figs. 11 and 13 compare the value of the maximum
axial force calculated with the above equation with the
one predicted by FEM analysis. It is evident that the
analytical results compare reasonably well with the FE
results.
Pipeline response analyses to be performed at the
design stage are based on anticipating the pipe configurations and on the forces developed from mass flows.

Pipe response under lateral mass flows
Lateral loads from mass flow are the most critical and
shall be considered as non-frequent. The results must
be seen along the pipeline route affected at different
points by potential local lateral interference. Fig. 14
shows an example of plastic flows potentially interfering laterally with a pipeline in different locations.
The objective of the analysis is to demonstrate that, in
the case of significant lateral impact forces, the pipeline
is still able to fulfil its functions. In particular, it is
important that even if the load scenario is remote, the
applied bending loads will not cause excessive sectional
deformations. Moreover, the effect of eventual obstacles that can limit lateral displacements of the pipeline
is evaluated in order to assess potential localization of
the applied bending load.
Lateral mass flow impacting on the pipeline exert forces
on the pipeline due to drag and imply different force
values depending on the pipeline static equilibrium
configuration. Velocity at impact and time of duration
play a major role in the calculation of impact forces on
the pipeline when a dynamic model is used.
The schematisation of the model used for the calculations is given in Fig. 6. The axial component of the load
is here disregarded: its maximum value is usually one
order of magnitude lower than the lateral component.
The lateral load applied in the FEM simulations has
been varied up to 50 kN/m. A best guess value of
5-7 kN/m might be relevant in this case: the mass flow,
already inclined with respect to the pipe axis, as shown
in Fig. 14, becomes quickly parallel to it so reducing the
lateral force.
In the analyses the axial and lateral soil reaction forces
are schematised using equivalent axial and lateral friction values (Coulomb friction). The applied lateral load
is uniformly distributed over the impacting width.

Fig 14: DF trajectories, detail of Upper Russian Slope, West Route.

Effect of impacting width
Fig. 15 shows the applied static total bending moment
for a pipeline free to move laterally on the sea bottom as
a function of the impacting width and of the impacting
load. The initial static span length in the vertical plane is
ranging from 100 m (case with impacting flow with
width of 30 m) to 200 m (cases with impacting flow
with widths of 50, 100 and 200 m). The adopted axial
and lateral friction values are 0.2 and 0.3, respectively.

Effect lateral resistance
The effect of a different lateral resistance coefficient (in
Coulomb’s model the equivalent friction coefficient) is
shown in Fig. 16. The simulation considers a constant
lateral friction over the entire pipeline length. The
equivalent friction coefficient, fL, is here used to simulate the lateral constraints on the pipeline due to different pipe-soil configurations: laid on the sea bottom
(fL =0.3), flushed (fL ranging from 1 to 2 and more or
less embedded/spot trenched (fL ranging from 2 to 10).
The cases with lateral friction ranging from 5 to 10 may
also represent the case of a free span with the shoulder
in a trench, made to reduce static and/or dynamic
applied stresses in an operational condition. This situation is critical because the developed lateral forces are
not enough to overcome the lateral restraints of the
trench. Consequently, the bending moments at pipeline
shoulders are relatively high. It is surprising that the
applied bending moment is not critical even for such
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high lateral loads. This is related to the fact that the
pipeline rapidly accumulates axial tension while
moving laterally (up to ca 150 m for the maximum
load). This makes the bending deformations to be distributed over a long pipe stretch, so reducing the
applied maximum bending moment. The shorter the
impacting width, the higher is the developed bending
moment. However, for the range of width of interest
(50 m to 200 m), the applied moment is under the allowable. In these cases the developed bending strain is
within 0.5%. The increase of the axial force due to the
lateral displacement of the pipeline (the latter may
reach an upper value in the order of 30-50 m depending on the dimensions of the impacting mass flow and
compatibly with sea bottom features) is the main
reason for the limitation in the development of bending deformation.

nal activities) but not loss of pressure containment.
This may also require repair, but they do not compromise the integrity of the pipeline.

Effect of soil axial resistance
Fig. 17 shows a sensitivity on the equivalent axial friction coefficient, Fa. For high axial friction the developed
axial tension is higher and the applied bending
moment is consequently lower. The lower value of the
axial friction (0.1 equivalent to 0.19 kN/m of lateral soil
reaction) is applied on the entire pipeline length and
represents a conservative worst scenario.

Design and operational criteria
Design guidelines such as ISO (ISO13623 2002,
ISO/DIS 16708 2005) and DNV (DNV OS-F101 2000)
adopt an LRFD (Load Resistant Factor Design) methodology which relates failure modes and consequences
of failure to "Safety Class" categorisation. On the basis
of the specific safety class and for each loading phase, a
set of limit state design formats including partial safety
factors for both load and resistance, are defined. The
partial safety factors in DNV OS-F101 that meet a predefined safety target, have been calibrated using structural reliability methods.
Failure modes may be of different consequences and
are therefore divided into two different limit state categories, Serviceability Limit State (SLS) and Ultimate
Limit State (ULS). Examples of ultimate limit states
(ULS) may be buckling and fracture of defected welds
which both imply loss of functionality and often, but
not always, of containment, requiring a repair.
Examples of the less severe limit states (SLS) are excessive deformation (residual curvature and/or limit ovality for piggability requirements) and yielding that will
impair the functionality (in terms of normal operatio-

Two sub-categories of ULS category are Fatigue Limit
State (FLS) and Accidental Limit State (ALS). Fatigue is
a ULS (since the consequence is the same as outlined
for the ULS above) due to cyclic loads. ALS is caused by
infrequent loading with annual probability of occurrence less than 10-4. The failure modes (limit states)
both for ALS and FLS, are checked with different safety
factors with respect to ULS and SLS.
The application of reliability concepts directly to the
specific structure and avoiding the use of pre-established partial safety factors, is allowed and sometimes
recommended. Guidance (ISO/DIS 16708 2005) is
given as regards the target safety levels to be applied for
each limit state category and safety class. The geohazard
scenarios discussed in this paper should be checked
under the following:
• Safety class normal (the relevant safety class for pipelines under operational load condition).
• Accidental limit state category (because geohazard
loads are infrequent, e.g. with a probability of occurrence of less than 10-2 and in the range of 10-2 to 10-4).

Applicability
methods

of

structural

reliability

For determining the failure rate of a structure against a
given scenario/failure mode, it is necessary to define a
limit state equation that compares the capacity with the
load effect in statistical terms. In general, this task is one
of the most important in the application of structural
reliability theory. In relation to the analysed annual frequency (10-4-10-6), the superposition of tails of the relevant statistical distributions define the calculated failure
probability. Unfortunately, actual materials and environmental loads might only be weakly related to the statistical model being used in the calculation. Due to this and
to difficulties encountered in defining the tails, one can
question the use of reliability based partial safety factors.
To discuss this concept the following parameters are
introduced:
the Reliability Index:

the Loading Roughness:
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Fig 15: FEM analysis for lateral impact. Effect of the equivalent friction factor in the lateral direction. Vertical span length in static condition of
200 m. Impacting width of 100 m.

Fig 16: FEM analysis for lateral impact. Effect of the impacting width L on the developed bending moment. Vertical span length in static condition varying from 100 m to 200 m.
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Fig 17: FEM analysis for lateral impact. Effect of the equivalent friction factor in the axial direction. Vertical span length in static condition of
200 m. Impacting width of 100 m.

where η and σ represent the mean and standard deviation of the considered variables. The reliability index is
the relative separation of the mean values of the load
and strength and the loading roughness is the standard
deviation of the load and strength distributions. Both
SM and LR can be used to analyse the way in which
load and strength distributions interfere, and so generate a probability of failure.
A desirable condition implies narrow distributions,
relatively distant from each other. This is characterised
by low LR and high SM. Sometimes the loading roughness is low, but due to a large standard deviation of the
strength distribution, the safety margin is also low.
Extreme load events will cause failure of weak items
(pipe joints when pipelines are considered). This is a
typical situation where quality control methods can
conveniently reduce the standard deviation of the
strength, and a proof test is recommended to qualify
the safety of the structure.
In other circumstances, a low safety margin is coupled
with a high loading roughness, due to a wide load effect
distribution. For the designer this is a difficult situation
from the reliability point of view, since an extreme
stress event will cause a large proportion of the structural items (pipe joints in our case) to fail. Therefore, it is

not economical to improve the strength by screening
out items likely to fail at these stresses. There are two
options left:
• to decrease the standard deviation of the load effect
which is difficult due to the intrinsic impossibility to
control it (accidental loads such as earthquakes or
impacts);
• to increase the safety margin by increasing the mean
strength (using a steel thickness or protecting the
pipeline using concrete coating or burying it), by
reducing the mean load effect by cutting the upper
tail of the load effect by a strict control of the maximum load applied to the structure.
Limitation of the statistical engineering approach to
design, is that, in attempting to take account of variability, assumptions have to be introduced that might be
rough approximations, e.g. by extrapolating the load
effects and strength data to very low probability tails of
the assumed statistical distribution shape. In such
cases, it is worthwhile to use engineering knowledge to
support the analysis, and the statistical approach
should be used either to support engineering decision
through sensitivity analyses or when good statistical
data are available.
The statistical methods are meaningful if applied in
highly predictable loading situations. Should the loa-
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ding be unpredictable, the probability estimates of
damage will mainly depend on load distribution, as the
strength can be considered to be quite precise (very low
CoV).

Application to pipeline integrity assessment against geohazards
The geohazard scenarios generally refer to situations of
highly unpredictable load effects i.e. the load effect
uncertainty (mean value, standard deviation and distribution type) is very difficult to quantify. Any kind of
reliability-based structural integrity assessment, due to
the uncertainty on the applied load effect, should refer
to an extensive data base, but this is not the case when
the interference scenarios foreseen have never been
experienced before.
The activation of a mass flow is already very uncertain
and even more uncertain are both the occurrence and
mode of interference with the pipeline consequent to it.
Fig. 18 shows the uncertainty chain characterising the
geohazard interference scenarios:
• for a given earthquake the first level of uncertainty is
related to the activation of a plastic mass flow (mud
or debris) which relates to the density of it and to the
quantity;
• then, for given plastic flow characteristics, there is a
high uncertainty on both the followed trajectories
(related to both global sea bottom slopes and local
features) and the consequent run-out distances, see
Fig.14;
• if any, the interference mode with the pipeline (parallel with the pipeline axis or with a significant lateral
component) of a "plastic" mud or with a "heavy"
debris, with bounded lateral displacement (locally
concentrated to a few pipe diameters or distributed
over a significant length) or with the pipeline free to
adjust laterally to the mass flow width (up to a maximum of 50-100 m), is very uncertain;
• for a given scenario of interference, the developed
forces may be analysed with models which have little
experimental background and are dependent on pipe
static configuration in operating conditions, transversal seabed morphology and pipeline response
under the developing interaction.
The activation of mass flows and turbidity currents is
an On/Off phenomenon. The interference mode with
the pipeline cannot be correlated to the return period
of the activation event (earthquake). The front width
and incidence angle of interference, magnitude of relevant parameters (velocity, density, thickness, etc.)
should be described only with engineering judgement.
This will make it even more difficult to establish a sta-

Fig 18: Uncertainty chain in the geohazard interference scenarios
characterisation.

tistical distribution for the applied load (distribution
needed for any kind of statistical analysis).
According to the design criteria and methodology for
accidental load reported in DNV (DNV OSF101 2000),
the following equation can be applied for evaluating
the effect of lateral and axial interactions:

where PEQi is the probability of occurrence of the earthquake event, Psoil/EQ is the probability of massive soil
detachment given the earthquake, PFP/Int is the probability of interaction of the mass flow with a pipeline section having a fixed lateral boundary, Pf|Dj is its conditional failure probability (lateral and axial), ni is the number of interferences along the pipeline.
It is important to state that the actual probability of
occurrence of an interaction will not be higher than the
occurrence of the main hazard, i.e. the earthquake. In
fact, independently of the number of possible locations
where a significant soil volume might be activated, the
probability that at least one of these possible mass flows
will reach the pipe is not increased significantly with
respect to what has been assumed. The probability of
activation of at least one mass flow that reaches the
pipe is given by the following equation:
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Fig 19: Probability to have 1 soil failure as a function of the number of considered soil failures and the probability of having a single location
activated.

The geohazard events cannot be seen as isolated from
each other and the design requires that these should be
considered in sum. The summation of the effects of the
geohazard events is analysed together with other possible reasons of failure. These are usually found in the
risk analysis activity relevant for the project. Fig. 19
shows the probability to have one interference with
lateral mass flow along the route as a function of the
number of considered soil failures and of the probability of having a single location activated.

arch work on the subject provide additional information,
particularly numerical simulation using modern Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) coupled with laboratory
experiments resembling the interference scenario between
a pipeline resting on the seabed and a plastic flow.

The categorisation of the geohazard events in the socalled damage categories should consider the fact that,
when an ultimate failure mode (e.g. local buckling) is
reached, it does not imply the actual pipe rupture/full
bore with release of the transported fluid.

In particular, from project experience on the Continental slopes of the Black Sea:

Conclusions
The engineering interpretative models used to calculate the
load transfer capacity from a plastic mass flow running
down-slope and impacting on an exposed or shallow
buried pipeline, are affected by significant uncertainty,
regarding both the functional relationship and the relevant
parameters. This is due to little experience with basic fluid
dynamics dealing with the external interference of nonNewtonian fluids with obstacles (internal non-Newtonian
flows in pipes are thoroughly studied), and also in relation
to the lack of laboratory and field experience. Recent rese-

Project development of subsea infrastructures on/in
the proximity of the continental slopes evidenced that
the sequence of engineering tasks to be undertaken has
a weak engineering basis.

- load transfer uncertainty includes interpretative
models (functional relationship of relevant parameters) and relevant parameters, as well as the interference mode, the latter particularly in relation to the
impacting flow profile in space and in time, and the
site specificity of the impacted pipeline configuration;
- the entire sequence of engineering tasks performed in
the analysis of interference of the mass flow with the
pipeline, starting from the occurrence of the event
that might trigger a plastic flow through the development along the slope in terms of involved material
vertical profile, scouring and run-out distance, as well
as front width and velocity, is affected by significant
uncertainty and little laboratory and field experience.
At the same time, project development across the continental slopes, is in progress. Lessons learnt along the
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Continental slopes of the Mediterranean and Black
Seas, provide the following recommendations:
- Perform a detailed geohazard assessment based on a site
specific and comprehensive data gathering campaign
(shallow and deep geophysics, soil boring, subsea digital
terrain modelling and interpretation etc..) to demonstrate, with adequate engineering confidence, that: 1)
potential geohazards interfering with the pipeline along
the selected route are minor, 2) the annual probability
of the occurrence of catastrophic events during the
envisaged operating lifetime is less than acceptance criteria generally recognized by the offshore industry.
- Select a route corridor that minimizes any potential
interference with down-slope soil movements particularly the ones with significant component perpendicular to the pipe axis. Adopt a laying and construction
equipment able to guarantee the stability of the slope
and the pipeline along the selected route corridor
during installation, particularly meeting the curved
stretches or change of direction requirements to avoid
undesirable free spanning or unstable soil crossing.
- Provide a pipeline with strength capacity and weight to:
meet the desired configuration with respect to the seabed
material and profile, tackle successfully the anticipated
operational loads needed to transport products along
ultra-deep crossings (very high transportation pressures),
as well as the environmental loads from geohazards. The
latter requires line pipe deformability and resistance
against compression and tensile strains, which are the consequences of any interference by even mild geohazards.
- Should intervention works be considered to protect
the pipeline against geohazard events, trenching after
the pipeline has been laid is the foreseen intervention
technology, given that any trenching work might be
risky for the pipeline integrity both during trenching
as well as in operation. Trenching might be the source
for mud flow activation/canalisation.
- Plan ordinary and extraordinary survey programmes
during the operation, the latter after the occurrence
of geohazard events exceeding an established threshold, the former in case the pipeline configuration
has changed with respect to the as-built configuration so evidencing soil activity.
- A geohazard specific survey program must be able
provide the sediment thickness/morphology at particular areas along the pipeline route, the position of
the pipeline along the route along the slopes and the
curvatures achieved by the pipeline. Measure any
cross sectional deformation (ovality) of the pipe that
can be related to an excessive applied bending load
(geopigs) derived from soil movements.
Research effort is still needed, both disciplinary and as
regards a standard for data gathering and processing,
procedures and equipment, engineering tools and criteria required to assess the criticality of a subsea infrastructure potentially affected by geohazards.
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